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Chapter 6

Gleaning Time
Practice, Pause and Anticipation in
the Sine-Saloum Delta, Senegal
Sandro Simon

...
I’yoo fe ɓaandé Ñaambo (Aye Bandé Niambo)
In we i ñoowtaa paañ (We live on shellfish)
In wee ñaama ñaamel ke (We eat its flesh)
Ndokwaa a koɓ ake (And we dress in its shell)
I’yoo de ɓaandé Ñaambo (Aye Bandé Niambo)
In we i ñoowtaa paañ ke (We feed on shellfhis)
In wee unsaa njikwaa (We sell its flesh)
In wee maxaa pin ke (And we build our houses from its shell)
...
– Taken from Me njofaa i feembaañ buk’mo ñoowtaa / Je me nourrirai de
coquillages! by Issa Sarr Damaan (2019, translated by the poet himself)

Life in the Sine-Saloum Delta would not be the same without molluscs.
They populate the material, social and semiotic realms of deltaic life, connecting to the future, the present and the past. They are at times everyday
objects, at times living beings, at times symbols and at times mediators between beings. Delta inhabitants interact with them mainly through gleaning, manufacturing, consumption, trading and governing. Furthermore,
molluscs foster communication between ancestral spirits and humans,
and their shells are used for roads, dams, houses, incense, jewellery, amulets, as future-telling devices and, formerly, for pottery and medicine.
In his poem Me njofaa i feembaañ buk’mo ñoowtaa / Je me nourrirai de
coquillages! Sarr Damaan (2019) highlights the importance of molluscs
for identification and describes some of the roles they play in everyday
deltaic life as well as some of the frictions between these roles. He does
so by transferring the founding myth of his village into the present. This
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Figure 6.1. Sorting molluscs on the way home from a day of gleaning in the
Sine-Saloum Delta, June 2018. Photo by Sandro Simon.
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founding myth describes how Bandé Niambo, a princess from Kaabu in
today’s Guinea-Bissau, arrived at the offshore spit today called Sangomar
and founded the village, and how molluscs helped her to recognize that
she had found the right place (cf. Martin and Becker 1979). The founding
myth also indicates what Suleyman Fall,1 in one of our conversations at
the seashore, outlined as defining aspects of Serer Niominka identity: ‘We
are not just from here. We were always migrants . . . A border is something
where you cannot cross. We Niominka did not know borders. The world
laid open and we were curious . . .’ (Fieldnotes, 24 October 2019). Hence,
the history of the Serer Niominka has always been one of mobility and
change – and molluscs have served as a sort of constant in their lives.
Key to the continuation of human–mollusc relations was and is the
gleaning for molluscs in the mangroves and on the sandbanks of the
Sine-Saloum Delta. Gleaning has a longstanding history in the delta, yet
has also undergone profound changes in recent decades that relate to and
mirror the region’s socio-political, environmental and economic transformations, such as declining rainfall and salinization of terrestrial resources,
hardening sandbanks and coastal erosion, conservation initiatives and
increasing demand for seafood. Today it is the most important female
livelihood activity in the delta.
Gleaning can be understood as a waterwork that stands in stark contrast to waterworks, the scalable mastering of water and its flows via infrastructuring and governance. Gleaning as waterwork is always situated and
emplaced and encompasses a range of variations that all require attentiveness and skill as well as endurance. Rather than aiming at mastering
‘the other’, gleaners seek to master the self in a future-oriented way. They
continuously attune their perceptions, movements and expectations to
the (ar)rhythmically unfolding and incessantly changing opportunities
and limitations of collecting molluscs, but also of processing and marketing them to establish a certain rhythmic continuity. Integral to this is the
shifting between action and rest, engagement and omission, as well as
plan and situated action (cf. Suchman 1987). Gleaning thus springs from
the resonances between as well as the potential and actual disruptions of
different rhythms across both the practice itself and its organization and
the ability of gleaners to productively engage with those resonances and
disruptions.
In deltaic lifeworlds such as the Sine-Saloum Delta, where flow and
change in both temporal and spatial terms are incessant and where humans and non-humans (have to) rely on the (re-)alignment of the various
elements of their transforming world in order to create continuity (cf. Ingold 2000), an inquiry into mollusc gleaning promises to be useful. It allows us to trace the relevance of and the relations between practice, pause
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and anticipation in the creation of a rhythmicity that generates continuity
in situations of volatility. And so examining mollusc gleaning not only
helps us to learn about the life and the history of the Serer Niominka in the
Sine-Saloum Delta, but can also foster our understandings of rhythmic life
in river deltas more broadly (cf. e.g. Horisberger, this volume).
In this chapter, I begin by outlining the history of Niominka mobility
and change and the relevance of rhythm. Then I focus on female mollusc
gleaning and its rhythmicity through two lenses: first, I inquire into the
amphibious, multisensory practice of gleaning itself and then turn towards its organization.

Circles and lines in time
From the eleventh century, the Serer from the River Senegal Valley migrated south to escape Islamization and assimilation by the Wolof. They
split into different groups and intermarried with the Guelowar, an aristocratic family that had fled from Kaabu, in today’s Guinea-Bissau. The
people who today call themselves Serer Niominka (also Sereer Niominka
a.o.) and live on the islands of the northern part of the Sine-Saloum Delta
(in the southern part live the Manding Soce, also Socé a.o.) either stem
from such a Serer migrant group and were ‘Mandinkized’ from the South,
or they were Manding, Jola or Bak groups who were ‘Sererized’ from the
North (Cormier-Salem 1999). Only partially in contact with and under the
rule of the two Serer kingdoms, Sine and Saloum (East and North) and
the Manding kingdom of Niumi at the mouth of today’s Gambia River
(South), as well as largely resisting Portuguese naval forays, they forged
their own, albeit always hybrid and cosmopolitan, sociality (cf. CormierSalem 1999; Klein 1968). The water around them meant both roots and
routes, something the Serer Niominka know how to attune to and something that can lead one east (inland), north (Senegal to Spain) or south
(Gambia and further down).
Indeed, the watery routes or lines from the Serer Niominka also led
and lead towards them. For decades, they traded and accumulated goods
from afar or integrated strangers with special skills. Furthermore, neither Islamization from the mid nineteenth century, nor colonialization,
governance through the Senegalese state or globalization halted before
the delta shores. However, these influences remained always partial, malleable and contested as their connections across the water to the centres
were unsteady and serpentine and as they encountered communities that
were hard to grasp due to their mobility, diversity and flexibility. It was
this confluence of dynamics of movements and (forced) exchange with
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dynamics of separation and elusiveness that was highly formative for the
Niominkas’ sociality. The confluence was furthermore rhythmed to a certain degree by the ever-changing environment.
Resonating with the seasons and the tides, the Serer Niominka as a
community have historically been expanding and contracting in a futureoriented circularity, experimenting with various forms of work and social
and economic realities. Throughout the year, the Serer Niominka lived
in accordance with five calendrical periods of around one to five months
each that were neither imposed upon nor absolutely dependent on, but
rather resonated with the ecological seasons (cf. Harris 1998; Krause 2013;
Whitehouse 2017).
During these periods, they lived in their home villages, on the mainland, dispersed at sea or in temporary camps and shifted between waterand land-based work, between fishing, mollusc gleaning, trading and
transporting, labour, salt mining, the extraction of forest goods and agriculture (cf. Pellissier [1968] 2008). Their engagement in transport, fishing
and mollusc gleaning related to the movements of the sea: ports are most
accessible at high tide, fish are most abundant around spring tide (i.e. full
and new moon) and mollusc-seeking depends on the accessibility of sandbanks during daytime (i.e. low tide around midday).
Arranged according to these five periods, life would hence unfold in
correspondence with ecological seasons and the tides as well as the plants,
animals and human practices they afforded, and it was fundamentally
characterized by the rhythmic suspensions and resumptions of different
livelihood activities, forms of sociality and mobilities. (1) Towards June,
everyone gathered in their home villages for the cultivation of rainfed
rice for subsistence. Organized in families, women, men and children prepared the fields, sowed, waited for the rains to pass and the rice to grow,
and then went back for the harvest. (2) Between sowing and harvesting,
men would embark upon small fishing campaigns while the women were
weeding the fields, producing palm oil and gathering forest fruits. (3)
When the rice harvest was brought in, marriages and other feasts were
celebrated and the young men would circulate around the other islands to
compete with their neighbours in i Djiom (also idiom a.o. or lutte, a type of
wrestling). (4) Then, towards January, the villagers dispersed again, sometimes leaving behind only the elders, children and the imams (cf. Pellissier
[1968] 2008). (5) In these months, men would search for temporary work
in the cities or embark on fishing campaigns and trade of all sorts of goods
such as mangrove poles and shells for construction, salt, dried fish or merchandise along the coast and inland. Women would accompany husbands
on fishing campaigns or would search for temporary work in the cities,
such as street vending or housekeeping.
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However, while ecological seasons and tides evolve according to cyclical, or short-pulsed rhythms, other more recent environmental changes
proceed in linear, or much slower rhythms, and paint a picture of a rather
uncertain future: declining rainfall and rising sea levels are fostering
erosion, salinization and siltation, which – accompanied by population
growth and overexploitation of resources – impact the reproduction and
growth of fauna and flora. Large-scale environmental changes materialize
in the deltaic lifeworld and are, for example, countered with moratoriums and bans on fishing and mollusc gleaning, protective dams, freshwater ‘imports’ via pipes, or mangrove replantation, interventions that
are sometimes able to mitigate but unable to reverse these changes. Life
and matter are still caught up in continuous change (soupit, as it is called
among delta-dwellers), yet this change appears more and more threatening and terminal.
Two of the most severe ‘terminal’ or ‘irreversible’ changes were the dying of the rice in the 1970s and the breaching of the protective Sangomar
spit in 1987. The death of the rice mainly related to the lack of fresh water
due to decreased rainfall. The Sine-Saloum Delta has long been an inverse hypersaline estuary with little fresh water reaching the sea and with
high salinity levels upstream due to evaporation, but from at least the
1950s on, the rain massively diminished (Pagès and Citeau 1990). Then,
in 1987, Sangomar, the spit that served as a protective barrier in front
of the northern part of the Sine-Saloum Delta and, as mentioned above,
had been the landing point of the mythical princess Bandé Niambo, was
broken through in a storm surge. It was not the first such breach, but unlike previous times, mainland and spit did not grow together again and
Sangomar became an island. After the breach, tidal waves arrived earlier
and with more force on the shores of the villages in the estuary. Over
the following years, even more agricultural land turned salty, trees died,
shorelines diminished, new smaller spits emerged and sandbanks moved
and hardened. These changes deeply affect people and their relations with
each other and with the environment – as for example with Awa Diop,
who discovered a sandbank and since then has lent it her name: ‘My sandbank has already diminished and hardened. Molluscs are smaller and
fewer. . . . Thinking about my sandbank makes me both happy and sad.
Happy for the times I spent there with my friends. And sad for all those
friends who have passed as well as the future, when the sandbank will be
gone’ (Fieldnotes, 30 August 2018).
In addition to the death of the rice and the breach of Sangomar spit and
the accompanying environmental changes, economic and political changes
also impacted deltaic life. For example, salt prices collapsed and trade
slowed down due to the prohibition against the cutting of green mangrove
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Figure 6.2. A dead rice field and a young fisherman casting a net, juxtaposing land
and sea and highlighting the increasing aquafication of deltaic work practices.
Film still taken from the split-screen/two channel video ‘Deux Horizons’ (Two
Horizons, 2019/20) by Sandro Simon.

wood and the exploitation of the shell middens for construction, as well as
the tightening of border controls against ‘smuggling’. With the terrestrial
resources drying up, becoming less valuable or more ‘protected’, and with
growing demand for seafood, the Serer Niominka abandoned their fiveperiod annual rhythm and turned increasingly towards a two-period annual rhythm that aligned more closely and exclusively with the rainy and
the dry season. They also turned more and more to the sea, relying ever
more on aquatic activities such as fishing, transport and gleaning.
‘Nous avons douze métiers’ (‘We have twelve professions’) is a common
saying in the Sine-Saloum Delta. Every one of these professions was or is
intertwined with distinct movements, times and spaces as well as with
distinct forms of social relations and materialities. Today, life is more
aquatic and less diversified; many professions are vanishing while others
‘solidify’ or ‘intensify’ and are practised for ever more extensive periods
of time. Motors allow for steadier travel, houses resist more rainy seasons
and manufactured goods are continuously imported from the mainland.
However, rhythmic movement within movement (Vigh 2009), anticipating, and attuning to possibilities and impossibilities are not only still pivotal, but also increasingly vital characteristics of a deltaic lifeworld that is
caught up in increasing volatility. One profession in which these dynamics
of intensification combined with an attuned rhythmicity can be traced
especially well is mollusc gleaning.
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Practising gleaning
Mollusc gleaning in the Sine-Saloum Delta is an amphibious, multisensory
practice that relies on the synergic, emplaced body (cf. Merleau-Ponty
[1945] 2002). It consists of an array of variations that relate to and involve
the (ir)regular presence and absence, as well as the quality, of molluscs,
other gleaners, spirits, mangroves, tools, and the water, wind and ground.
Although the first steps are quite easy, effective gleaning requires endurance as well as skill and attentiveness towards other beings, forces and
phenomena.
The specific variation in gleaning relates to the kind of molluscs one
searches for. In the Sine-Saloum Delta, broadly three different types exist.
Pagne (also Paañe, Paañ a.o., a cockle) is found mainly in the sand and is
the most abundant mollusc. Ijanga, Sangaraia, Toufa and Ohor (all gastropod sea snails) are found both in and on the sand. And Aju (an oyster) is
found on the roots of mangroves. While cockle gleaning is still exclusively
the domain of women, some men have started to glean for oysters and sea
snails.2
Gleaning is mostly done in groups organized by family, matrilineage or
neighbourhood. As the sandbanks are located both near to and far from
the villages, some are accessed by foot while others require the use of a
pirogue (a type of wooden boat). There are larger, motorized pirogues

Figure 6.3. Sea snail gleaning. 2018. Photo by Sandro Simon.
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handled by men where the passengers pay for the ride, and there are
smaller ones, which people manoeuvre themselves by paddle and sail.
After reaching a sandbank, the groups disembark and disperse and everyone works for her- or himself. When searching for oysters, in contrast, one
might drive to a mangrove estuary, stay in the boat and pick the oysters
from there.
The materials used for gleaning vary. There are calabashes or plastic
buckets that one might tie to one’s wrist with ropes; sieves, either woven
from a local tree or made out of plastic oil canisters; rice bags with ropes
and buoys as easily retrievable depots; gloves, plastic shoes, socks and
raincoats, metal or wooden poles that vibrate when one hits something
hard like a sea snail, and sometimes spoons to scratch the ground.3 Which
materials are applied depends mainly on what type of mollusc one is
searching for and where one is searching.
The work starts when the tide is falling and ends when it begins rising
again. During the time in between, individual gleaners have very different experiences in terms of gravity, temperature, wetness and dryness or
hardness and softness, with the wind, the sun, the soil and the water all
playing their part. When gleaning sea snails, they walk across sandbanks,
in the water and with the tides for hours. When gleaning cockles, they often sit for hours in the water, shifting with it as it falls and rises; and when
gleaning oysters, they often sit in a boat and float through the mangroves.
The sensual experiences thus also relate to the type of molluscs one
gleans and the technique employed. Thereby, ‘intensity’ plays a role, too.
On the extensive walks in the water and across sandbanks one picks up
and digs out individual sea snails here and there; while navigating through
the mangroves one twists oysters from the mangrove roots; and with the
more stationary work of cockle gleaning, one digs into the ground, sieves
enormous amounts of soil and amasses hundreds of cockles. However,
in any case, gleaning is never ‘complete’ or ‘perfect’, as there are always
molluscs that slip, or stay out there to be eventually found another day.
This simultaneity of seeking to ‘detect’ molluscs and at the same time
allowing some to slip also points to the interdependencies between skilful
and attentive gleaners, molluscs, soil and the moving water. For me, in the
beginning, this balance was especially challenging:
‘Come, work over here, Sandro’, Khady shouts. I look around and realize
that everyone but me has moved far westwards with the receding water.
The wind and the waves had been going in the opposite direction from the
current, and I had moved only slowly westwards. Furthermore, the water
level does not fall steadily, it flows over, in and around, sometimes faster,
sometimes slower. With the water nearly completely gone, I am quite stuck.
Between me and the women, who still stand and sit in knee-deep water,
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stretch two dozen meters of mud, easy to cross when covered by water, but
hard to cross now. I had directed too much of my attention towards the molluscs, had lost myself and failed to remain attentive to all the phenomena,
forces and beings. (Fieldnotes, 10 June 2018)

This vignette describes how my inexperience led me to focus narrowly on
finding molluscs (in this case cockles), which consumed all my senses and
attention and meant that I failed to move with the current and to anticipate the changing flows of water. The women, in contrast, were moving
smoothly with the flow. Their successful interpretative dialogue between
the immediate and the anticipative, the motional and the positional (Vigh
2009) indicated emplaced and embodied skill and attentiveness as well as
tacit communication among them.
At first sight, skill and attentiveness might seem to stand in a paradoxical relation. Mauss (1934) has described how, on the one hand, the more
a technique is mastered, the less attention the practitioner pays to it, and
how, on the other hand, a stimulus can renew the practitioner’s attention.
To inquire into these processes with respect to gleaning, we might need
to understand gleaning as a diversified set of techniques that are fundamentally about falling into rhythm with one’s plan, one’s own body and
all the other beings, phenomena and forces at play. This requires skill and
attentiveness in the sense of a practice of exposure (Ingold 2016, drawing
on Manning 2016), an attentiveness that is schooled and distributed and
in which one constantly and rather implicitly reattunes to the changing
environment. For me as a beginner who was caught up in intentionality
rather than ‘attentionality’ (Ingold 2016), focusing on one thing (the molluscs) meant that I missed or overlooked other things (the other gleaners,
the receding water). The seasoned gleaners, in contrast, mastered the self
as well as the relations to the other gleaners, the water and the molluscs.
For them, all the different aspects of gleaning appear to be continuously
spatio-temporally present to a certain degree.
Successful gleaning thus requires skill, attentiveness – and endurance.
For me as a beginner, to keep pace and to make it through a day of work
was strenuous. I and other new gleaners had to tackle our tiredness by
varying our working speed as well as through small pauses. In this way
we mediated the intensity of our gleaning. Seasoned gleaners in contrast
did not pause, and worked consistently. Despite the exhaustion, they also
often experienced ease, as for example Saly Ndong stated: ‘I work and
work and work. Working hard is good . . . Working in the water gives me
peace’ (Fieldnotes, 13 June 2018). Hence, gleaning is not only about moving within movement (Vigh 2009) but also about finding ease and experiencing flow within this movement-within-movement. The rhythmicity
of work is thereby key, as it diverts the focus away from work’s necessity
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towards its aesthetics and performativity (Dobler 2016). With the body as
both the locus and the means of experience, gleaners combine the shared,
situated co-moving with and within the shifting water and on the changing soil with a skilled tactility beyond the visual, and with strength and
persistence and a diverse toolkit. Although reiterative, individual and
often tacit, (successful) gleaning is therefore a practice where body and
mind, as well as humans and the more-than-human, align and entrain
with each other rhythmically. From this then springs movement, pattern
and multiplicity, which again translate into continuity, relation and possibility. For the gleaners this ultimately means that the practice of mollusc
gleaning allows them to experience a certain orientation, embedment and
agency.

Organizing gleaning
After a day of work on the sandbanks or in the mangroves, I often felt
tense, cold and exhausted. However, most days, the work would continue
as we started to process the catch immediately after our return. On other
days, we processed the catch from the previous day in the morning before leaving.4 Cockles and oysters are cooked until they reveal their flesh,
which is then separated and dried. Sea snails are usually cracked and the
flesh is fermented and dried. They are most notably used to give flavour
to meals, a sort of ‘natural’ version of the increasingly popular stock cubes
such as Maggi or Adja. More recently, some men have started to directly
sell whole sea snails to traders, who sell them to Chinese merchants. In
any case, gleaning days were always full and exhausting.
What helped me to get up again the next morning after a strenuous
work day was the prospect of some more relaxing days to come. ‘All you
have to do’, I often told myself, ‘is to make it through this Mbissa’.
With the high and low tides shifting every day and the sandbanks and
mangroves being accessible only with not-too-high water, most people
follow the twenty-nine-day lunar cycle and go out to the water in particular periods that they call Mbissaké (plural). Mbissa means that one works
approximately on the days from half-moon to full moon, then takes a
break, and continues working on the days from half-moon to new moon,
and so on. Gleaning thus takes place when low tides occur between the
not-too-early morning and the not-too-late afternoon, that is, when tidal
and daylight cycles overlap to create a productive gleaning landscape.
The Mbissa only came to be in recent decades with the change towards
an increasingly aquatic lifestyle and with gleaning turning from a subsistence, rather occasional practice, into the most important female economic
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activity. Formerly, gleaning was performed mainly by older women who
were staying in villages more persistently and who would go for a spontaneous stroll or embark on an occasional camping trip over a few days.
On the one hand, molluscs were plentiful and big, and on the other hand,
they were not necessarily needed in large quantities. Nowadays, gleaning
is the most prominent form of female work and the Mbissa is an important
ecological-socio-economic rhythm. It sets the pace for the days and weeks
of the gleaners as well as for mobility and social relations. Hence, rather
than being either an ecological phenomenon or a socio-economic phenomenon, Mbissa constitutes itself out of the interplay of those two realms.
Furthermore, the Mbissa is fundamentally characterized by the intricate
relation between action and pause. Firstly, for every Mbissa it is taken into
account that breaks, ruptures, spreadings, expansions and contractions
are possible. No Mbissa is absolutely fixed to a certain number of days or
starting and ending times. It is a malleable, multistranded rhythm that
relates to tides, molluscs, and human individual and communal actions.
Secondly, every Mbissa has its counterpart. Since this counterpart does not
have a specific name by itself, I will here use the term ‘off-time’.
While during the Mbissa gleaners have little time for anything else, in
the days between two Mbissaké, life diversifies. Gleaners claim that they
need the days in between two Mbissaké to recover, and they legitimize
these breaks in respect to the hard work that precedes and succeeds them.
These days, or off-times, are then productively used for other social, individual and economic activities (cf. Archambault 2015). The off-time of
one rhythm – the Mbissa – becomes the on-time for an array of practices
such as leisure and rest, feasts, various forms of care work, community
organization, agriculture and so on. It is also the time to sell the gleanings
from the previous Mbissa, either in the villages’ markets, in markets on the
mainland or to traders. With the money from the sales, gleaners pay off
debts, for example. Mbissaké thus come and go, intensifying and loosening
relations between gleaners and their wider community.
All these off-time practices are rhythmed and rhythmic: they are
rhythmed by the Mbissa on the one hand, and relate to socio-political,
environmental or economic dynamics such as price rates, seasons, religious calendars, election periods and to one’s own body as well as other
humans and non-humans on the other hand. In this sense, in the off-time,
there is neither an absence of action nor a high-tension, doubtful and
uncertain waiting (cf. Janeja and Bandak 2018), but an active waiting (cf.
Marcel 1967) that does not ‘slim’ the present (cf. Bryant and Knight 2019).
It is a period of waiting for a Mbissa to come that coexists with a variety of
practices. In a situation of increasing volatility, where rains become more
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banks get harder, the Mbissa is set to come again and again. It is also this
certainty that the Mbissa will ‘return’ that contributes to the unfolding of
the other practices and their coexistence with the waiting.
A Mbissa is furthermore influenced by the presence and type of molluscs for which people search: for some time, oysters might be more abundant and people make extensive trips through the mangroves to glean
them, while in other periods they glean sea snails just in front of their villages. More recently, however, the Mbissa has been undergoing a regular
and absolute suspension.
As a response to overexploitation and to help the mollusc populations
to replenish themselves, some villages implemented gleaning moratoriums during which the mangroves and sandbanks are ‘closed’. These
moratoriums were advocated by NGOs and state agencies and implemented by new, male-dominated governing bodies, which were installed
in the wake of decentralization and are informed by nature-conservation
discourses.5 The moratoriums are fixed to calendar dates and intended
to coincide with the rainy season, which ‘should’ last for three months.
However, as rainy seasons become more irregular in terms of starting
and ending times as well as in length, there is an increased likelihood of
a mis-timing of the moratorium periods, and on multiple occasions the
starting dates of these periods have been postponed at the last minute.
Hence, especially for women, who are the most affected by the gleaning
moratoriums, the alignment of their work with the dry and the rainy season has tightened even more, this time through governance, though this
alignment remains contentious and fragile.
Gleaners often express an understanding of the need for the moratoriums and describe how the increase in popularity of gleaning has correlated
with the decrease in stocks. However, they also have a larger repertoire of
explanations and relations towards molluscs. For many of them, while the
long-term environmental developments such as erosion, hardening sandbanks and decreasing stocks are pointing in one direction, the presence or
absence of molluscs is more cyclic: whether a sandbank holds sufficient
molluscs or not depends on how often it is frequented by the women and
others during a Mbissa. Formerly, the sandbanks were not shared between
villages, but now, in the times of scarcity, nationalization of water bodies
and the increased use of outboard motors on pirogues, many are. Mollusc
abundance also depends on the Pangool, the spirits of the ancestors. Pangool are linked to families and can be benevolent or malicious. If benevolent, they can, for example, allow for good harvests and catches. They can
cross all boundaries of soil, water and air, yet they reside predominantly
in the forest, where shell middens are also located. Consequently, many
middens and/or forests constitute sacred, normed and protected spaces
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and locations for ritualistic offerings. However, such beliefs and practices
have already strongly diminished, as will be outlined below.
Thus, molluscs are of two worlds: although they are commonly seen
as animals that eat, reproduce, move and depend on water and soil, their
presence and absence also relate to the Pangool and can furthermore indicate both calamity or fortune. For example, when one would find an
exceptionally large number of molluscs on the shores of Sangomar, the
landing point of Bandé Niambo and home to the ancestral spirits that relate present gleaners to her via her matriline, one would know that there
will be a calamity such as a death in the village. The presence of molluscs
indicates the imminent absence of a person. And when one would find no
molluscs, this would indicate that the spirits needed offerings and ritual
appeasement. Extreme presences and absences of molluscs were hence
signs for broader socio-spiritual turmoil, while a more continuous presence was a sign of intact relations.
Today, the relations between humans and spirits have become increasingly volatile and fragile in the Sine-Saloum Delta. While it goes beyond
the scope of this chapter to inquire into this process more deeply, the
general dynamics can be briefly outlined. While many mollusc gleaners
count, among other things, on the ancestral spirits, they are limited in
their communication with them. Their relations with the spirits, sometimes mediated via molluscs, are increasingly difficult to actually practise
or enact. There are different dynamics that foster this difficulty, for example the rise of Islam and the decline of animism, the commercialization
and popularization of gleaning and the naturalization of the environment
that goes hand in hand with a governmentalization of space. Shifting religious norms as well as state actors, NGOs and male-dominated civil society initiatives that resort to, advertise and enforce universal-naturalistic
development and environmental protection paradigms all play their parts
in this.6 In the process, a situational-positional and negotiable approach to
molluscs and spirits shifts towards a non-negotiable approach. Molluscs
commonly served as media and mediators, or as a ‘milieu’ (Deleuze and
Guattari 1987) that allowed for a meandering between spirits and humans, but now boundaries and time periods are becoming increasingly
planned, straightened and solidified.
Within these developments, the Mbissa still stands out. Different from
‘engineered’ moratorium periods or fixed, governmentalized spaces, but
similar to the five- or two-period annual rhythm, Mbissaké come to be in
an engagement encompassing both humans and non-humans and have a
future-oriented, movement-bound character, where ‘beats’ and ‘pauses’
are linked by anticipation of something to come and by the fading of that
which has taken place (cf. You 1994).7
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On and off, in and out, action and pause are not pairs of separate entities determined from ‘above’ or ‘outside’, but intricately related and
constitutive of each other. For my research, these interdependencies were
crucial, yet challenging to investigate.
In the beginning, the richness of the practices in the off-times was difficult to grasp and, due to my initial wish to focus on gleaning, I tended
to anticipate the next Mbissa rather than inquire into these other practices.
Consequently, I also sensed a feeling of rushing towards the future, which
indeed ‘slimmed’ the present (cf. Bryant and Knight 2019). Over time I
realized the relevance of the off-time and started to engage with and in it
(cf. Janeja and Bandak 2018). I hung out and chatted with the women in
the hammocks, went to search for wood in the forest, helped to cook or
visited feasts, meetings and saving groups. The days and their names and
dates slowly untangled for me, and I looked at my watch less often. From
time to time, however, I would still get restless and ask my interlocutors
when we would go back to gleaning.
Often, I would get very different answers. One woman could say ‘tomorrow’, another ‘after tomorrow’, another ‘when I am done with my
other work’, and yet another ‘when the tide is right again’. And so I
learned that the Mbissa is not absolutely temporally fixed. It is a continuous and clearly contoured possibility, but also has permeable temporal
boundaries. Many off-time practices are organized with and around it,
and at the same time, there is also room to ‘enlarge’ or ‘cut short’ a Mbissa,
or to skip a day of gleaning within a Mbissa if one needs to recover or has
to deal with other obligations, for example in the case of deaths, reunions,
illnesses of family members, baptisms or marriages and other feasts. And
the moment when one re-enters a Mbissa too can depend on such obligations and other personal activities.
Hence, gleaning constitutes a backdrop to (female) deltaic life and the
anticipation for it remains continuously present. This manifests in all the
off-time practices that come and go more or less unexpectedly and in
ways over which individual gleaners sometimes have little control. This
backdrop is also present in all the moments of ‘enlarging’, ‘cutting short’,
‘skipping’ or ‘postponing’ Mbissaké. Gleaning hinges on women’s autonomy of action and, rather than on a ‘waiting for’, on a ‘waiting on’ (Minnegal 2009; Schwartz 1974, cited in Janeja and Bandak 2018): an agentive
waiting where a person or a group can largely choose when to ‘enter’ and
thereby co-constitute a Mbissa. In this effect, the anticipation of a Mbissa is
not so much about predicting the world but about perceiving, relating to
and exploring it (cf. Nuttall 2010).
Also relevant is that gleaning is seen as a profession among many
others. It provides identification, be it for retired, active, (momentarily)
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inactive, or prospective gleaners. And it is perceived as work that is accessible to almost every woman, but which is also strenuous and requires
continuous engagement that leads to experience and skill. Furthermore,
gleaning is appreciated as an economically profitable activity. In many
families, in times where (male) fishing becomes more unreliable, (female)
gleaners are the main and most dependable breadwinners. Many women,
despite being proud of their work, still wish their daughters would pursue
another profession. But when things do not work out for women, when
marriages or professional careers fail, when children are born (early) or
when expenditures such as school fees are due, the sea, sandbanks and
mangroves, the tides and seasons, the spirits, the other gleaners and the
molluscs are there to engage with.
As these different examples of engagement and disengagement show,
gleaning remains possible throughout longer individual trajectories as
well as throughout shorter ones. Each Mbissa constitutes itself out of a
multitude of actions and pauses on the part of those who engage with it.
A certain rhythmicity remains key to its continuation – a rhythmicity that
takes form through the attunement of the human and the non-human and
encompasses not only the multisensory practice of gleaning itself but also
its organization: ‘I have not yet started the Mbissa’, I would sometimes
hear, when I encountered women occupied with other activities. Although
skipping a day happens here and there, many women try to go out gleaning for several days in a row and prefer to conclude other activities beforehand. Also, they prefer to skip only single days and bemoan ruptures due
to unforeseen events such as deaths or meetings. And they state that gleaning over time brings forth experience and skill. Staying in rhythm over
several days and across several Mbissaké – with all the off-times this includes – thus provides orientation, a certain flow as well as skill and experience. By relating action and pause to each other, an agentive, future-bound
navigation through them becomes possible, as my self-motivation, ‘All you
have to do is to make it through this Mbissa’, also reflects. And so the Mbissa
can be understood as a continual experience of rhythmicity, an opportunity
to bring together one’s own body and plans with other beings, forces and
phenomena, and ultimately to constitute a certain continuity within a volatile deltaic lifeworld (cf. Scaramelli, this volume).

Gleaning and concluding
In the Sine-Saloum Delta, where the Serer Niominka have been forging
their own, cosmopolitan and flexible lives in an increasingly volatile environment, molluscs are a constant. They and their shells help people to
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provide food, earn money, prepare for what comes, build shelter and feel
protected. They serve as mediums and mediators of movement, relation,
memory and meaning, and they connect to the future, the present and
the past. The practice of gleaning thereby reproduces this life among
molluscs.
In gleaning, habituated skill and attentiveness fall together as a practice of exposure (Ingold 2016, drawing on Manning 2016), a practice of
skilful meandering in the between that builds upon a ‘becoming with’
(Haraway 2008), or upon the correspondences between all involved –
molluscs, gleaners, spirits, tools, mangroves, soil, water and wind. For
me, the unskilled novice, to distribute my attention and apprehend correspondences proved difficult. For example, by focusing narrowly on molluscs I failed to anticipate and move with the water’s current and finally
got stuck in the mud, or, by focusing on gleaning and too little on the
other off-time practices, I experienced a feeling of rushing towards the
future and a ‘slimming’ of the present (cf. Bryant and Knight 2019). The
situation was different for the experienced women I accompanied: they
largely succeeded in finding a rhythm that took up and resonated with
all the beings, forces and phenomena and their differently paced comings and goings, (ir)regularities and openings and closings. And so their
gleaning days were characterized by rather smooth, attuned movements
and satisfying catches, and were complemented and thereby completed
by off-days.
The gleaners’ practice furthermore highlights how gleaning as waterwork stands in stark contrast to waterworks: where waterworks, the governing and infrastructuring of water flows, is about mastering water,
waterwork such as gleaning is about the emplaced and embodied practices
around, with and within water, and about mastering the self via a continuous attuning to the moving environment. It is a following of ‘matter-flow’
(Deleuze and Guattari 2004, cited in Ingold 2013) and a way of manipulating, (re-)shaping, mixing or amplifying it (Ingold 2013) instead of attempting to conceptualize, make and manage it. Where planners, engineers and
administrators look upon the world, gleaners are of as well as in the world
and rhythmically navigate between plan and situated action (cf. Suchman
1987). And because gleaning as waterwork situates itself in the world, it
also contributes to the progeneration of life, the continuous unfolding of
an entire field of relationships between humans and non-humans (Ingold
2000).
Gleaning encompasses different variations with different sensualities
and different ‘intensities’ or levels of ‘extractivity’. Common to all of them
is that they are never ‘complete’ or ‘perfect’, as some molluscs always slip
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through, which itself contributes to the continuity of the livelihood and
the mollusc population, on which it depends.
Within this rhythm of productive repetition that brings forth difference
and multiplicity (Deleuze and Guattari 1987; Lefebvre [1992] 2004; Davis
1996), gleaners can also experience work not solely in terms of the necessary, but also of the aesthetic and performative (Dobler 2016): gleaning in
the water can provide flow and ease. Contributing to this is that the outcome of a gleaning day is open: indeed, people rely on the income made
from gleaning and try to make a good catch, but there is no clearly defined
object to produce, not one task to be fulfilled, no quota to reach and also
no strict time period to be spent doing (or not doing). This openness and
possibility inherent in the practice of gleaning in turn also resonates in its
organization.
The increased popularity of gleaning hinges on the ‘narrowing’ of the
variability of work practices in the Sine-Saloum Delta, largely due to ‘terminal’ or ‘irreversible’ and at the same time increasingly volatile environmental changes, and the increased market prices. With the emergence of
the Mbissa, an occasional and extensive gleaning practice made way for
a rhythmic and increasingly intensified gleaning. The rhythmicity consequently also permeates the wider societal realm and co-shapes, for example, credit relations and trade.
Delta dwellers are able to continue gleaning and the Mbissa only because the Mbissa is malleable and fuzzy-edged and because there are offtimes and pauses. Gleaners embrace rest and recovery in the time between
two Mbissaké, the time of fading and anticipation. They engage in an active
waiting (cf. Marcel 1967) and pursue a variety of other activities. Throughout this time and also during the suspension of the Mbissa in the threemonth period of the moratorium, gleaning remains present as a backdrop
and a returning possibility. And so gleaners are both in the actual now
and in the possible then by the means of an ‘anticipatory retrospection’
(Merleau-Ponty [1945] 2002).
This ‘anticipatory retrospection’ is supported by rhythmicity. Gleaners
are caught up in and co-constitute this rhythmicity; a rhythmicity that
encompasses humans and non-humans and produces continuity, relation
and possibility through movement, pattern and multiplicity. Gleaning
thereby exemplarily highlights the rhythmicity of general deltaic life. Indeed, this deltaic rhythmicity relates to and is changing with the larger
socio-political, environmental and economic dynamics. But it is embodied,
emplaced and intrinsically rhythmic practices such as mollusc gleaning that
mediate and ground these changes in lived life and allow delta-dwellers
to engage with them in generative, meaningful and agentive ways.
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Notes
1. All names have been changed.
2. My research focuses on female gleaners.
3. Some men use diving goggles and dive for sea snails. Women very sporadically use such goggles as a tool in addition to their poles to allow them a better
view below the surface of the water.
4. Male gleaners, in contrast, mostly sell or give the catch to women to process.
5. The most relevant local governing bodies for water resources today are CLPAs
(Conseils locaux de la pêche artisanale). They are defined as apolitical, nonprofit professional organizations that unite local actors involved in small-scale
fishing around the sustainable management of fishery resources (Ministère de
la pêche et des transports maritimes 1998). Initiated in the late 1990s, CLPAs
were at the forefront of the move towards decentralization of natural resource
governance (Sarr 2012). In the Sine-Saloum Delta, despite being responsible for both female and male aquatic practices, men today largely dominate
them. CLPAs were supported by the US American development agency under the USAID/COMFISH project and the USAID/COMFISH Plus project
(2011–2018).
6. The actions of the state actors, NGOs and male-dominated civil society initiatives resemble what Callon (1984: 207, 208) has termed ‘interessement’, or
‘. . . the group of actions by which an entity . . . attempts to impose and stabilize the identity of the other actors it defines through its problematization’
with the help of various devices (e.g. science, law, political force or physical
objects).
7. I draw ’anticipation’ and ‘fading’ onto Husserl’s concept of ‘protention’ and
‘retention’ (1966, 2001). While ‘fading’ corresponds rather closely with the
filled ‘retention’, I do not, for now, make a distinction between an immediate,
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empty and vague ‘protention’ and a ‘reflective anticipation’ in the sense of a
‘foreseeing expectation’ (Schütz 1967: 57, 59) but rather map them as a continuum under the term ‘anticipation’.
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